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ABOUT CROYDE MEDICAL
Croyde Medical is a Maternity Equipment Specialist based in
Oxfordshire, England. We supply maternity specific equipment
to the NHS, private organizations and Birth Centres all over
the world.
Our product range is completely dedicated to the
maternity setting and we take time to understand our
customers’ needs to ensure we introduce products
that really make a difference.
Our maternity portfolio enables customers to
conveniently source multiple products from a
single supplier to simplify equipping projects
and maximize cost savings.
We provide coordinated deliveries and
bespoke, on-site clinical training to
ensure every project is successfully
delivered.

REQUEST A PRICE LIST OR
QUOTATION
If you would like to receive a copy of the Croyde Medical
NHS Price List or receive an official quotation, please send
an email to info@croydemedical.co.uk with your request
and we’ll get straight back to you.

CONTACT US
Tel: 01367 241194
International Tel: 00 44 1367 241194
Email: info@croydemedical.co.uk
www.croydemedical.co.uk
Purchase orders should be sent to: info@croydemedical.co.uk
or faxed to: 01367 241657
Croyde Medical, Unit 7, Regal Way, Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7BX

We proudly employ a team of
highly trained, field-based product
specialists to help our customers
choose the best products for
their projects and we have a
fleet of vehicles capable of
transporting products for on-site
demonstrations.
Get in touch with us to see how
we can help you visualise how
your new room(s) could look!

Click the text below to be taken directly to the page
you want to view.
Click any image in the brochure to be taken to the
product web page for more information.
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BIRTHING BEDS

AVE 2 BIRTHING
BED
With a unique foot end that
never needs to be lifted off,
the AVE 2 delivers the latest
innovation in birthing bed
design.
Integrated leg rests, side rails
and grab handles also make the
AVE 2 exceptionally easy to use
with no detachable parts.
Easy to transport with large
wheels, simple to clean and
able to support a wide range
of birth positions, the AVE 2
is perfect for obstetric unit
deliveries.

AVE “ACTIVE”
BIRTHING BED
Promoting active
movement with the
ability to look more like
a chair than a bed, the
AVE “Active” birthing bed
avoids being the focal point
of the room. Particularly
beneficial in active birth
settings, the AVE bed
brings height adjustment,
advanced positioning
options, suturing capability,
patient transfers and a
unique evacuation from
pool solution which
eliminates the gap
between bed and pool.

A warm, spacious birthing
pool delivering freedom
of movement in water.
The Oceanis is supplied as
standard with LED underwater lights, externally
controlled pop-up waste
and integrated birth seat.
The innovative “lockin” entrance steps with
handrail make entry and
exit significantly easier
and safer. They lock to
the pool when in use and
move away on integrated
wheels when not.
The colour of the pool can
be changed to suit any
room décor and under-pool
lighting is also available.

LA BASSINE PROFESSIONAL
A cocoon shaped inflatable birth pool made from robust
60mm material and specifically designed for multiple use in
the hospital environment.
The deep, inflated floor provides extra comfort during
kneeling and squatting positions and the unique three
chamber design ensures that the pool remains inflated, even
if a chamber accidentally punctures. There are 4 internal
handles perfectly placed to assist with positional changes and
two top handles for assistance during entry and exit.
Available to purchase with liners, covers and other accessories.

PELVITUB
The Pelvitub is a fully submersible mat that can be used for
kneeling, sitting or squatting in birthing pools. It is completely
waterproof and easy to wipe down after use. Suction cups
ensure that the mat doesn’t float and it is lightweight and
comfortable to use.

WATER BIRTH

OCEANIS
BIRTHING
POOL

ACTIVE BIRTH

CROYDE ® BIRTHING COUCH
The innovative Croyde Birthing Couch is designed to
support active and natural childbirth, helping women to
find their most comfortable positions during labour and
delivery. The Croyde Birthing Couch can be used as a full
length couch, folded over and used to support standing
labour or used as a seat; and even be used as a double
bed for post-natal resting.
Double covered in high quality, medical grade,
breathable fabric, it is resistant to fluid ingress, easy to
clean and compatible with hospital wipes and chlorine
based cleaning solutions.

CROYDE ® POSITIONING PILLOW
A triangular shaped beanbag that comfortably supports women
when sitting upright or resting. Delivering
a 60° backrest in the upright position and
30° in the lower position, it shapes and
moulds to the body to enhance comfort
whilst avoiding having to find lots of
regular pillows.
Compatible with hospital wipes and
chlorine based cleaning solutions.

CROYDE ® BIRTHING BEANBAG
A barrel shaped beanbag designed to retain its shape and
support upright positions. The bag can be shaped and
moulded to the specific needs of the
woman and is comfortable to
cuddle and rest upon.
Compatible with
hospital wipes and
chlorine based
cleaning solutions.

CROYDE ® POSITIONING PRODUCTS
When used together, the Croyde products offer a plethora of
positioning options to help the woman, Midwife and birth partners to
become engaged.

CROYDE ®
FLOOR MAT
A large, comfortable floor
mat delivering space
for active movement
during labour. It can
be folded over to be
stored in a compact,
half-length position and
is easily carried using the
integrated handles.
Compatible with hospital
wipes and chlorine based
cleaning solutions.

ACTIVE BIRTH

CROYDE KAYA BIRTH STOOL
Strong, stable and easy to clean, this innovative birth stool is able to support
a range of positions. It can be used under water for additional options in
birthing pools and can also be used for rocking.

DULLSTEIN ® BIRTH STOOL
The Dullstein® delivery stool is designed to support
upright birth and is covered with a soft imitation leather
cover to enhance comfort during usage. It has sealed
seams to prevent fluid ingress and is available in a
choice of colours – yellow, blue and orange with
height options of 33cm or 38cm.
The Dullstein® can also be combined with the
perfectly shaped inlay mat to support additional
active birth positions. It is lightweight, easy to
wipe clean and has a max SWL of 135kg.

PELVIBALL
The Pelviball can be used on its own or in
conjunction with the Multitrac or Duoetto
birthing system.
The ball is attached to a base plate to offer
maximum stability and security during labour,
whilst also preventing it from inadvertent
rolling. The ball is easy to wipe clean, is antiburst and easy to top up with air over time.
Optional covers are available with disposable
and washable versions.

VARIOTRAC ® CEILING SYSTEM
The Variotrac® swivel system is an integrated system that allows
women to use an overhead rope in whichever position they like.
It has 360° swivel capability and locks at 15° increments so you
can position it above a birthing pool, couch, bed, birth stool,
chair or any other platform on demand. Rope slings are safely
and easily attached onto any of the 5 hook positions and are
available in a range of colours.
Variotrac can be mounted into the ceiling, wall or floor to suit
the room.

DUOETTO ® BIRTHING SYSTEM
The Duoetto® birthing system is designed to support upright
birthing postures during labour and delivery whilst also
promoting birth partner engagement.
Thanks to its highly versatile, modular design the Duoetto can
be used individually or with the Dullstein® delivery stool or
Pelviball® plugged in.
It is lightweight and easy to move and is comfortable to sit
on. Used in conjunction with the Variotrac® sling system, the
Duoetto then perfectly offers safe support whilst using a
ceiling mounted rope.

CEILING HOOKS
AND SLINGS
A 1050mm ceiling bracket with sliding unit
that can be installed into almost any delivery
room, even those with false ceilings.

MULTITRAC ® BIRTHING SYSTEM
The Multitrac® birthing system is the big brother of the
Duoetto® and offers all of the same flexibility and
modularity with the Dullstein® and the Pelviball® and also
incorporates the additional benefit of an integrated
birthing rope. A substantial cylindrical beam extends
over the top of the unit to offer maximum stability
when the woman uses the overhead rope system.
This product is specifically useful when the birthing
room cannot accept a ceiling mounted sling system.

NEONATAL PRODUCTS

TIPPER TUB
This innovative mobile baby bath enhances
caregiver ergonomics and eliminates the
need to manually lift and carry heavy bowls of
water.
The integrated lifting column allows the
tub to be raised to the height of the sink or
drain where it is then tilted without any hand
contact to empty without strain. The bowl is
ergonomically shaped, heat-insulated to retain
the warmth of the water and one-piece to
make cleaning exceptionally easy.
Available in a choice of colours.

BABY SCALES
The Seca 376 baby scale is a class 3
medically approved EMR ready baby
scale with extra-large weighing tray.
This high quality Seca scale has a fine
5g graduation and TARE, HOLD, AutoHOLD and BMIF features for extra
convenience.
It is network-capable with Seca 360°
wireless technology and available
with the optional Seca 233 measuring
rod which expands the scale into a
measuring station.
This baby scale comes with an 8 year
warranty and will be shipped within 48
hours.

INFANT FEEDING

CROYDE MIMMAMÀ
BREASTFEEDING CHAIR
Specifically designed for breastfeeding to
accommodate a variety of different positions
including cradle, cross and rugby ball options.
Ideal for twin feeding due to the dual backrest
spaces. There is excellent support for the lower
back, arms and shoulders and available with the
optional foot rest.
Available in a range of colours.

MOBILE BREASTFEEDING CHAIR
This tailor-made chair is designed to optimise comfort,
with features allowing the adjustment of height,
armrest height and angle, with backrest
reclining up to 45°. The chair comes with
head and lumbar support pillows to
optimize bespoke positioning and is also
available with a tiltable footstool.
This chair is easy to transport between
rooms on 4 lockable castors and is easy to
clean with wipe-down upholstery.
Available in a range of colours.

OVERNIGHT STAYS

CROYDE WALLBED
The Croyde Wallbed delivers a double bed in
hospital rooms with limited space. The bed can
be raised and lowered using just one hand thanks
to the counter balanced spring mechanism. A
hospital specification mattress fits perfectly to
the frame and easily folds away with the bed.

Each Wallbed is individually
assembled to suit your
requirements. Cabinetry can be
adapted to accommodate gas
systems, nurse call systems and
other fixed items. Integrated
lighting and power is optional
and a comprehensive delivery and
installation service is available.
The Wallbed can be ordered as
a stand-alone bed or as a full
row of units. Storage units can
be configured as wardrobes,
cupboards, shelves or drawers
with soft close runners. Corner
solutions are also available.

CROYDE SENTIDA
BEREAVEMENT SUITE
BEDS
Double or single width beds with a less
clinical appearance.
Height and backrest adjustable with wheels
for ease of cleaning.
Available in a choice of colours and finishes.

CROYDE SLEEPER CHAIR
Perfect for use in hospital settings where overnight stays for partners/dependants are required. The Croyde
sleeper chair is easily deployed from chair to comfortable, full-length bed in just a few seconds. It also
features a chaise longues position. Integrated wheels make moving simple and lightweight and it is designed
to be wiped-down between use in the hospital setting.
Available in a range of colours.

CROYDE RECLINER
CHAIR
Perfect for ward bays and rooms with
space constraints, the Croyde recliner
chair offers partners and visitors a
comfortable resting and sleeping solution.
With a similar width to most other
hospital chairs, it requires no additional
space to operate. Reclined in one single
movement, it is easy to use and achieves a
near-flat sleeping position. Large wheels
with brakes also make it exceptionally easy
to move around.
Available in a range of colours.

CROYDE FOLDAWAY BED
A full length single bed with a
comfortable mattress, easily deployed
in just two movements. Lightweight and
easy to move on wheels between rooms,
it stores easily in the compact, folded position.
With a solid base and no slats or mesh bed deck,
cleaning is much quicker and simpler.

BEDSIDE FURNITURE

MATERNITY CHAIR
Croyde maternity ward chairs are a fantastic addition to any unit
and are ideal for use in postnatal wards and birth rooms alike.
They have exceptionally comfortable visco-elastic foam seating
to enhance the user’s sitting/resting experience and a stylish,
supportive design.
Available in a wide range of colours, they can be ordered
to suit any room decor. The vinyl fabric is also
infection control compliant and designed to be
wiped down in-between use.
Manufactured in the UK to exacting quality
standards, the frames are stable, robust and provided
with a 5 year warranty.

VISITOR CHAIR
Croyde visitor chairs are
comfortable, practical and can
be colour coordinated to patient
chairs and lockers.
They are available with a choice
of fabric colours to complement
modern room designs and colour
schemes; whilst also having
comfortable foam seating to
enhance the user experience.
Manufactured in the UK
using only the highest quality
materials, they are strong,
durable and designed for use in
the hospital setting.

OVERBED TABLE
Croyde Over-Bed tables are height
adjustable and designed to allow the
table to be used equally well with a bed or
chair with its U-shaped base.
They are lightweight, easy to move on wheels, durable for longevity
of use and easy to clean.
Table tops have lipped edges to prevent items
sliding off and are available in blue, grey or
beech finishes.
Options for tilting or
non-tilting tops are
available.

CROYDE BEDSIDE LOCKERS
Croyde bedside lockers offer significant bed space storage with two
drawers (top drawer lockable) and one large cupboard. They are equipped with
wheels for ease of movement and are designed to cleaned in hospital wards.
Available in a range of colours to match other Croyde bedside furniture.

COLOUR
COORDINATE!
Croyde bedside lockers & chairs can
all be colour matched in vibrant fresh
lime, ocean blue, refreshing raspberry,
dusky damson, rose pink and sunshine
yellow colours.

AMBIENT LIGHTING

CROYDE
SKYTILES
Bringing the outside –
inside. SkyTile ceilings
help to create a more
expansive, relaxed
environment. Designed
to help reduce anxiety
and promote feelings of
calmness and warmth,
these LED back-lit ceilings
can be installed into any
tiled ceiling.
They are popular for
consideration in pool
rooms, bereavement
suites, waiting areas and
rooms with little or no
natural light.
Available in a wide range
of images and sizes.

CROYDE STARRY SKY
CEILINGS
A range of ceiling shapes and designs
to enhance the room appearance.
Twinkling stars and LED edge lighting
create a whole new environment when
the lights are low.
Excellent for use in pool rooms and
can be tailor made to match the exact
shape of the pool.

CROYDE MOOD TUBE
A mood enhancing column of light that automatically cycles
through an array of colours to deliver a unique sensory
experience.
Used as a focal point in the room, it can help create a more
relaxed and soothing environment.

CROYDE LIGHT
CRYSTAL
The Croyde Light Crystal cycles through
a magical world of colours to deliver a
calming, sensory experience.
Patterns of light are projected through
the dome of the crystal to produce a
mesmerising, calming light display.
It can be placed in the corner of a room
to shine brightly on a wall surface, to
deliver calming stimulation.
Perfect for use in hospital settings
and areas focusing on delivering calm,
relaxed environments.

CROYDE AIR TUBE
Experience the captivating display of swirling beads as they
spiral through the Croyde Air Tube.
The beads in the tube are propelled upwards and cascade
down, creating a beautiful vortex pattern.
A similar effect to bubbles in a bubble
tube but without the necessary
maintenance!

EXAMINATION & SUTURING

CROYDE
EXAMINATION
COUCHES
A range of electric and hydraulically
adjustable examination couches, all
with excellent low height position for
patient entry/exit.
Choose from 2 section or 3 section
models and options are available for
wheels or feet to suit the purpose.
Available in a range of colours.

SUTURING COUCH
The Croyde Suturing Couch features electric positioning
for height, backrest angle and tilt position.
It is supplied with a special set of accessories which include
a matching operator’s chair, base frame cover, removable
leg extension, adjustable lithotomy
leg rests, matching head
support cushion, side
support loops, debris tray
and paper roll holder.
The 70cm platform width
enhances comfort during usage
and the large castors and
centrally operated brakes
make it lightweight and easy to
transfer between rooms.

CROYDE
DIASYS
EXAMINATION
LIGHT
A superb quality LED
examination light capable
of delivering high-level
illumination for minor
procedures.
Hands free brightness
adjustment and automatic
switch-on when you
pull the light head into
position, it is easy and
practical to use when
suturing.
Turns off after 30
minutes inactivity to avoid
unnecessary usage.

ERGOKNEELER
The innovative Ergokneeler is an ergonomic
kneeling system that protects knees and
promotes good musculoskeletal health.

CROYDE OPERATOR
AND SADDLE STOOLS
Height adjustable operator stools and saddle
stools. Comfortable seating with options for
wheels, feet and brake-on seating.
Available in a range of colours.

It can enhance comfort levels for Midwives who
are supporting women during active labour and
helps to reduce the compression forces and
postural discomfort associated with low working
height positions.
Moulded in polyurethane foam with active
antibacterial properties, the ergonomic design
offers supported kneeling and sitting positions
whilst also being lightweight, portable and easy
to clean.

VARIABLE HEIGHT COT WITH
STORAGE
COTS

The Croyde Variable Height Cot with Storage delivers easy
height adjustment to allow you to set the cot at the perfect
height for mother or midwife.
The non-powered adjustment technology means that there
is no need for battery charging or mains supply and the large
cupboard with dual-sided doors, allows easy access to bulkier
items. The integrated folding tray with lips and an optional
waste bin make this perfectly suited to the task.
Available in a wide range of colours.

CROYDE VARIABLE HEIGHT COT
Hydraulically height adjustable cot, capable of being positioned
underneath bed frames to allow closer positioning of the baby to the
Mother.
The cot is lightweight, easy to move and comes
with a foam mattress, hands free height adjustment
and a removable storage basket for changing
materials as standard.
The open design makes it exceptionally easy to
clean and it is available in any colour; perfect for
complementing colour schemes.

CROYDE FIXED
HEIGHT COT
With large storage cupboards
and optional shelves, the
Croyde fixed height cot
provides useful and accessible
space for essential items.
Soft close doors prevent doors
slamming or opening during
transport and it is lightweight
and extremely portable.
Available in any colour.

INNOVATION
We supply products that deliver a positive user experience through improved design

VALUE
We present products and services that are clearly worthy of the investment

SUPPORT
We help our customers make the right choices by sharing knowledge and experience
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